
Art & DT 
Designing and creating a South American 
inspired fabric print 
 
P.E  
Games: Invasion games– Basketball 
Dance 
 
PSHCE 
British Values and Core skills 
Anti-Bullying 
 
 
 
How you can help. 
Reading: 
Try to encourage your child to read each 
night for at least10 minutes. 
Encourage your child to read for pleasure. 
 
Maths  
Use My Maths ICT programme to practice 
skills, learn times tables, especially 7x, 9x, 
11x and 12x  
 
Homework 
English and Maths homework will be given 
on Friday.  
It must be returned by the following 
MONDAY 
Spelling and tables will be tested every  
Friday  
 
Topic: 
Research about the contrast of different 
cultures in North and South America  

RE: The Kingdom of God 
 Reflect on what the Kingdom of God is 

like 
 The importance of responding to the    

invitation to the kingdom of Heaven 
 Know that everyone is called to enter the 

Kingdom of Heaven 
 Reflect on words and deeds necessary to 

show commitment to the Kingdom 
 Know that Jesus’ miracles reflected the 

beginning of the kingdom and show us 
what God is like 

 
 
 
 
Justice 
 Understand what justice is and know that 

we are called to work for it 
 Know that God calls all of us to speak out 

about justice 
 Know about individuals who have been 

persecuted for speaking out about justice 
 Reflect on the cost of commitment 
 Be aware that Christians across the world 

speak up for justice and that justice starts 
with each one of us 

 Know that in Advent we prepare to        
celebrate the birth of Jesus 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
“Love others as Jesus loves 

you” 
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Main Topic 
 

Maths 
In Maths we will be covering 
 Place value– read, write and                

order numbers to 10 million 
 Use negative numbers in context 
 Addition and subtraction ; Multiplication 

and Division. Solving multi-step prob-
lems and deciding which operations to 
use and why. 

 Identifying common factors, multiples 
and prime numbers. 

 Fractions: using common factors to    
simplify fractions; comparing and        
ordering; adding and subtracting; divid-
ing and multiplying fractions; recalling 
and using equivalence between         
fractions decimals and percentages.           

Science 
Animals including Humans 
We will look at: 
 Identifying and naming the main parts of 

the human circulatory system and de-
scribe the functions of the heart, blood 
vessels and blood  

 Recognising the impact of diet, exercise, 
drugs and lifestyle on the way their   
bodies function 

 Describing the ways in which nutrients 
and water are transported with animals, 
including humans 

Electricity 
We will look at: 
 The brightness of a lamp/volume of a 

buzzer is affected with the number and 
voltage of cells used in the circuit 

 Comparing and giving reasons for     
variations in how components function 

English 
 
We will use the main topic of North and 
South America as a basis for developing our 
writing skills through the various genres: 
 Narrative– looking at short stories con-

veying different genres 
 Poetry– reading, writing and performing 

free verse 
 Recount– writing in role adapting dis-

tinctive voices 
 Explanation—linked to Science 
 
We will also be focusing on a variety of 
Grammar terms and knowing how and when 
is best to use them in our writing.  
 
One of our chosen authors will be Michael 
Morpurgo and will read several of his books 
as a class reader. 
 
 
Music 
Music will be incorporated in to many of our 
lessons. We will learn about the music native 
to North and South America 
Learning keyboard skills. 
 
MFL: Spanish 
We will be learning 
 Say and read greetings 
 Months of the year 
 Basic questions  
 Simple converstations 

We will look at: 
 Countries that make up the two   

continents 
 Climate zones 
 Physical and man-made features, 

eg: Grand Canyon, Panama Canal, 
the Andes  

 Capital cities 
 Time zones 
 Trade and industry  
 Country study– choose one country 

 
North & South  

America 


